Book 8

Taking Action

Putting your results to work
In this book you will find information about:
Getting your neighbours to clean up their act;
Practical ways to improve water quality by;
Stencilling programmes;
Litter clean-ups;
How to ensure people know about Wai Care;
Techniques for capturing resources and interest in the cause;
How to design and undertake stream enhancement programs.
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Introduction
Wai Care is not just about monitoring waterways
for impacts from human activity. A fundamental
principal is taking action to stop discharges from
happening, clean up problems that have
happened, enhance the waterway to maximise
it’s potential, and protect the waterway from
further pollution.
Taking action has a variety of forms depending
on the risk to the environment and our ability to
effect a change. It is difficult to come up with
rules of thumb about how a particular issue will
be dealt with as the situation will vary markedly
from one area to another and even between one
incident and another.
What we can say with confidence is that the
establishment of Wai Care in a catchment and
publicity about it will result in some community
members thinking more carefully about their
actions which might lead to pollution. This alone
reduces the cumulative burden on the waterway.
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Is there a problem in
my stream?
Your

Wai

Care

monitoring

programme

is

designed to help you answer this question.
Through the range of physical, chemical,
biological and habitat assessments you will find
many clues about the range of factors that are
affecting your stream. Over time your tests will
also reveal something about the seriousness of
the problem(s) and by combining your data with
information from your Wai Care catchment
inventory, and other sources, you will be able to
make predictions about the cause and location
of these problems.

Define the problem
Clearly describe what is wrong and the evidence
collected to support your concern.

Examples

include; poor water quality, high silt levels, lack
of ecological corridors, poor landscape quality,
fish barriers, excessive instream plant growth,
abundance of ‘tolerant’ macroinvertebrates.

Rate the severity of what is
wrong
The severity of the problem is simply a way of
ranking the most important thing for your group

Any evaluation will need to match the effect that

to tackle first. It is also a measure of the amount

you are finding, link this back to the cause or

of effort your group should be putting into

causes and work through the range of potential

solving the problem. Severity will be a relative

solutions. Book 6 the “Fact Sheets” will provide

value that will differ from group to group and

you with lots of ideas. It is important for you

probably over time within your care stream. You

to make up a matrix of some sort so you can

could use a numerical rating, such as 1 = low, 2

see how everything interacts. You need to

= moderate, 3 = high or just the words.

ensure that:
! by solving one problem you are not creating
or another;
! that your efforts will achieve the outcome you
desire; and

The supporting information provided in Book 6
the “Fact Sheets” should enable your group to
determine a likely range of causes for each
problem.

We could not hope to provide an

! that your actions match effort (cost) with

exhaustive list so you may come up with some

outcome (benefit) so work is done as

unique ones to share with other groups (polluters

efficiently as possible.

find some pretty novel ways of destroying the

The following headings should be common
themes running through any plan you develop to
resolve a problem;
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Identify the cause or causes
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environment at times).

Identify the cause location/s
Inputs of pollutants or other causes of degradation
occur unevenly along a stream, and these inputs
are more effectively and quickly managed
by targeted remedial measures at important
source areas.

productive land or reduced access or increased
animal or plant pests.

Define your resources
Before embarking on any project you need to
establish the skills and resources available from
within the group and from external support
organisations.

Establish the action/s
required

The scale, seriousness and

location of the problem(s) usually determine the

There is a wide range of possible actions to
solve common problems depending on the
problem. Actions range from calling a pollution
hotline to report obvious signs of pollution
through to stream revegetation programmes.
Some of the more complicated activities are

amount of effort and resources that end up
being applied to solve it.

Restoration projects

generally require the most effort. These projects
vary from tree planting or fencing of small areas
at a single site, to catchment wide programmes
aimed at protecting the quality of a waterway.

detailed further in this book.

Identify the benefits
Sometimes it is helpful to demonstrate to
non-Wai Care individuals or groups the ‘value’ of
environmental protection and enhancement.
Benefits could include; improved downstream
water quality, better erosion control, improved
fish habitat, better weed control, and an increase
in property values.

Detail the costs
It is important for your group to work out the
costs, not only in terms of resources but also the
potential for environmental effects.

Monetary

costs to your group could include implementation
costs, such as equipment hire, purchase of
materials or disposal of wastes.

Costs to

landowners could include loss of current
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Solutions
The following sections outline a range of
solutions to problems encountered by stream
care groups in New Zealand and overseas.

Action 2:

Stencilling stormwater
grates

Action 1:

As described in Book 7 a lack of understanding

Help you neighbours
clean up their act

about how drainage systems connect up and

By this stage you will have all completed the

mistake the stormwater system for the sewer is

householder checklists and have implemented

to clearly mark the road or footpath next

the changes in your own practices to protect

to stormwater grates, as leading to waterways.

your local stream described in Book 7 ‘Clean Up

This

Your Act’.

The next step is to ensure that

overseas, elsewhere in New Zealand and in

neighbours (that you get on with) and friends are

Auckland, particularly where industrial sites

also enlightened about their potential effects

are involved.

which pipes go to streams is a major cause
of pollution.

on waterways.

One way to ensure people don’t

system

has

been

very

successful

You may find that the roadside stormwater

Wai Care can provide as many householder
checklists and the module from the manual as
you can use to link in with locals. However there

grates in you catchment have had blue
‘TIP NO WASTE DRAINS TO STREAM’
or ‘RAIN ONLY DRAINS TO SEA’

is little point in just doing a mail drop with this
information as it will most likely end up in the

stencilled next to them as part of a school or

paper recycling bin or worse.

Everybody that

community project already. If not, or the job has

receives a checklist will also need to be coached

not been completed, the Wai Care Manual has

through the process to ensure that they

a stencil in the back pocket, for your group to

understand

for

mark as many locations in your catchment as

stormwater quality and our waterways. The best

possible. Elsewhere in the Region spray cans

people to do that coaching are you.

have been used to mark stormwater grates with

the

importance

of

caring

light blue paint.
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It is important to give thorough coverage of an
area as historically uninformed people have
tipped wastes down unmarked stormwater grates

Some handy tips are:

1. Plan

mistakenly thinking they were not connected to

Get the group to prioritise areas within your care

streams. If any areas connect directly with and

catchment for attention. High-risk areas, such as

estuary, harbour or the coast via a piped system,

industrial or commercial subdivisions, are a good

the ARC can provide stencils specifically dealing

starting place as they pose the greatest threat to

with these environments too. Ask your Wai Care

stream water quality due to polluted runoff.

co-ordinator for assistance.

Council stormwater drainage maps will enable
you to undertake a ‘desk-top’

How to plan a stormwater
system stencilling programme
It is important to put some time into planning
your stencilling programme so that you get
comprehensive coverage of your care catchment.
The worst thing that can happen is a group
member getting injured during the process,
closely followed by paint from stencilling
polluting the waterway that you are trying to
protect. As with most components of the Wai Care

exercise to identify a subdivision
or cluster of streets with
a

common

outlet

to

a

waterway to target first.
Make sure you check with
other group members for
areas that may already
have been stencilled and
do a walk over to look for
any practical difficulties.

programme it is essential that you start off small
and complete target areas before moving on.
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2. Resource

4. Timing

Your group needs to acquire the necessary

Timing of your activities is important to ensure

supplies to support your stencilling project these

that you don’t pollute the waterway you are

include:

trying to protect.

Pale blue paint, spray cans work best in terms of
spillage risk , time required for application,
cleanup and wastage;

Check the weather forecast

beforehand to ensure dry weather is expected.
If the weather is changeable try and ensure that
there is enough time for a painted area to dry
before rain or the onset of darkness. Remember

a) Rubber gloves;
b) Old clothes you don’t mind getting paint
spattered;
c) Safety vests and traffic cones if painting
busy roads;
Local sponsors should be encouraged to provide
these supplies and to assist with the promotion
and safety of the project.

3. Inform

that time required for paint to dry will be
dependent on the temperature and greater time
is necessary in the colder months. Never try to
paint if the ground is already wet.

5. Action
When you are ready to stencil, you can divide
up into small groups of 3-5 participants. Youth
teams should have at least one supervising adult.
Each group should receive a stencil, supplies,
and a map of the locations of the storm drains.

It is important to inform your local Council of
your intentions so that they can advise of any

At the stormwater drain site ensure that the

works that are planned in your target area.

ground to be marked is clean and dry for best

It is also important that local residents and/or

results. Take turns at holding the stencil in place,

businesses are aware of your plan.

painting and keeping a watch for traffic hazards.
Including set-up, cleaning, painting and time to

Alert the local media about your activities so that

dry, each site should take around 10-15 minutes.

the message will reach a greater number of
people (potential volunteers and/or sponsors).

Experience to date indicates that the stencilled

Provide specific information about times,

message will last around 2-3 years so your group

locations, and contacts and you may even get

may need to plan a refreshment programme for

a reporter or photographer to highlight your

the areas that have been completed.

good work.
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6. Completion
After the stencilling event is completed inform

! educate

a

wider

cross-section

of

the

community to prevent pollution.

your Wai Care co-ordinator so that your successes

When designing your strategy, it is important to

can be relayed to other groups. You may also

ensure communication methods are co-ordinated

wish to gradually fill in your catchment map with

and contribute towards the sustainable management

the areas that have had stencilling completed.

of waterways. Once the strategy is in place it will
ensure that the communication is effectively

Action 3:
Publicity about your
group’s actions

targeted with maximum benefit gained from each
partner. This way efforts can be prioritised and any
gaps filled. The process can be evaluated,
reviewed and therefore improved. Remember the
more people that are aware of the problem the

One of the most powerful aspects of the Wai

more pressure there will be for change.

Care programme is the opportunity to raise

To set up a communication strategy the aims of

awareness of the issue of water quality within

your group and the effects they are trying to

the community. You are probably already using

manage need to be identified. The following

communication processes within your Wai Care

questions can serve as a guideline for setting up

plan such as regular meetings of your group and

your strategy:

the use of the Wai Care database to inform other
groups of your monitoring data.
However a formal communication strategy will

! What are we communicating?
! Why is it needed?

increase publicity of your groups’ actions and

! What results are being sought?

educate and involve partners in the management

! Is our message clear?

of your waterway. Ways in which your strategy
could help are:
! form strong partnerships with other interest
groups;
! attract support from within the community;
! gain sponsorship for your group’s activities;
! gain more volunteer participation;
! increase local and national government
awareness; and

! What encourages listeners or readers to
respond or take action?
! Are we using the most effective techniques,
times, places to convey our aims?
! What outcome do we want?
! What changes do we want to create amongst
our public?
! How will we judge whether it has been
effective?

TAKING ACTION
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Target groups for your communication plan could be

Council
Local Industry
to ensure good enviromental
practice and initiate
partnerships

to share a database and
exchange information. The
database could also provide
a link between departments

Government
for nationalising
programme and
increasing funding

Tangata Whenua
to involve local Maori
and identify significance
of waterway

Funding Agencies

Who?

as a source of revenue for
continuing the program

Schools
to provide an education
package and involve students
in gathering data

Enviromental Groups
to share ideas, support and
information

Media
Community

print, TV and radio for raising
awarness of the problem,
highlighting positive action
and creating pressure on
local bodies

including streamside
residents and landowners
for locating the source of
the unidentified pollution,
increasing volunteers

Public
through a website

For each of these target groups the process of communication and outcome will be different.
Processes need to be identified to implement successful communication tailored to your target group.
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Tangata Whenua

notice regular monitoring groups and may

A fundamental objective of the Wai Care

can also help, telling passers by what is going

programme is “To respect and support the

on and how to become involved. Riparian

kaitiaki role of Tangata Whenua of the region by;

planting and maintenance days are also high

developing working partnerships with Marae,

profile and a good way for people to join in

Hapu and/or Iwi”.

and get digging!

stop to ask questions. Informative signage

Wai Care also recognises that the role of kaitiaki,

! Newsletters about the work your group and

in Maori cultural terms, can only be fulfilled by

other Wai Care groups are doing is a great

Tangata Whenua.

way for people to be kept up to date with

Therefore forming partnerships with Iwi, Hapu

progress and the latest data from your stream.

and/or Marae from the time your Wai Care group

A format can be developed that is easy

is established, will acknowledge their kaitiaki

to update and also provide a forum for

role and gain you more support. It is essential to

discussion within the community. An example

establish communication with Tangata Whenua

of such a newsletter is included in the

early in you planning process to get off to a good

Appendix to this book.

start. Invite Marae and Iwi reps to your planning

! Group open days. These can be associated

meetings. This may encourage you to identify

with action planting days or just a chance to

objectives together and to share knowledge

show information about your work and the

and resources.

catchment. Including a bar-b-que or picnic can

In any event ensure that you have a regular

involve the whole family and make it a fun

method of information exchange with Tangata

day out.

Whenua regardless of the level they wish to be

games and competitions will also begin

involved at.

developing environmentally friendly attitudes

Environmental treasure hunts,

amongst children.

Your community

! Workshops on different aspects of monitoring

Is the biggest source of support for your Wai

and stream rehabilitation can enhance general

Care activities and involving the community and

knowledge in the community as well as provide

informing them of events will hopefully strengthen

a larger workforce. Having an expert in

your membership and also increase awareness of

organic weed eradication or riparian planting

the problems within your catchment.

will encourage people to come and learn

! Visible action of your group is the most
obvious form of communication. People will

new skills.

Education brochures could be

developed to complement the workshop.

TAKING ACTION
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! Surveys are a great way of establishing

beneficial to organise a liaison teacher to

local knowledge and generating an interest.

co-ordinate monitoring within the catchment.

If people feel they have a say in the community

Other ways of informing schools are;

they will feel more inclined to participate.

! Presenting education packages for raising

! Focus groups could be drawn together
either to develop a particular issue or bring
together

particular

groups

within

awareness;
! Adopting a local stream;

the

community. Streamside residents could focus

! Presenting videos and other visual displays;

on Restoration and Protection Plans and laws

! Carrying out planting days;

associated with development.

! Getting them to publish your newsletter.

! Letter drops are a great way to target your
immediate community with up to date
information or for localised information of
untraceable pollution sources. NZ Post
sponsors a community post service where
free postage and envelopes are provided to
help community projects. Applications for this
service are made to the regional Community
Post Board or call NZ Post’s Customer Service
Centre on 0800 NZPOST (0800 697 678).

Media
Local projects are of interest to local people
and many journalists are keen to promote
environmental issues and will report your
activities both locally and nationally. The media
can be a great support vehicle to get your message
out to the general public. It is a good idea to
designate one of your members as a media
contact person. Get to know your local reporters

! Community noticeboards are a great way

but remember don’t hassle them by inundating

to tell people about meetings and messages.

them with information or phone calls. Each of

! Websites can be a great way to educate and

the three mediums, TV, radio and print need to be

communicate with people about your pro-

handled differently to get the best results. Ways

gramme. A local member with an interest in IT

in which the media can be used include;

may set one up for your group, or a school

! Media releases could ensure that your story

could do it as a project.

gets an extensive run as well as facts being
reported correctly. (an example of a media

Schools
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release is included in the Appendix to this book).

Education and awareness in our schools can

! Letters to the editor and feature articles

change attitudes and behaviour within the rest

are a good way to air your group’s concern

of the community. Wai Care groups have been

over a particular issue. They are printed daily

extremely successful in schools and it is

and many people read them.

TAKING ACTION
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! Celebrity occasions

provide photo

! Local councillors will be interested in your
project so get them involved. They will be able

opportunities.
! Radio talk back. Make sure your messages

to provide valuable contacts and support.
! Local action days. There are a number of

are short and clear.
! Lobbying. Positive united lobbying is an
effective way of gaining media attention and

days each year where the general public is
encouraged to do something positive for the
natural environment, for example World

taking your message to a wider audience.

Environment Day, Earth day, and National
! New angles on stories will increase your
coverage within the media as well as other
techniques.

Local industry

One opportunity for maintaining a strong
partnership with local councils is for joint
exercises to combat a persistent pollution
problem. Where similar problems continue to
occur through your catchment and sources
be

events organised and they are a great
opportunity for promoting your group.

Council

cannot

Water week. Your local council may have

found,

catchment

delivery

of

Many large companies now openly donate to
environmental projects and small companies are
often keen to support local environmental
projects.

In order to obtain sponsorship it is

worthwhile compiling a sponsorship proposal for
your project.

education material may be the best option. Such
intensive operations are difficult for Councils
without specific local knowledge that your group
possesses. Wai Care groups can be far more

! You will need to show clearly why your
project is worthwhile once you have
identified possible corporate supporters.

focussed and effective at delivering the

! Present them with photos of your sites and an

information and providing back up to any queries

overview of work that has already been

from locals with problems. Councils ‘telling people

achieved.

what they must do’ sometimes generate negative
connotations. Wai Care groups do not bring the

! Give a clear indication of future costs and a
basic budget.

same bureaucratic baggage to the process.
! Outline the amount of money you need from
The ARC or your local District or City Council can

the company and why you need it.

supply your group with generalised pollution fact
sheets for many common problems. You can

! Many of these donations can be tax deductible.

then include some information about your

! Work out a partnership arrangement to show

group and who to contact and come up with a

how you can market and promote the company.

distribution strategy.

TAKING ACTION
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Funding agencies

Environmental groups

It is important to find out environmental grants

Local and international grounps can be accessed

that are available and the date of application.

via the internet. This can be a great source for

Your local Council will have a list of suitable

sharing ideas, information and advice.

agencies (e.g. Rotary, Lions, Local licensing
trusts, Infrastructure Auckland) with procedures
in place for considering relevant funding. Make
sure that your application sets out clear
objectives and a budget. You may have to file
this on an official application form.

Timeline
Once you have decided on your communication
target and the form it will take, your communication
plan should include a timeline outlining where
and when these events will take place. Appoint

Government

group members who are good communicators

Local and Central Government agencies have

publishing newsletters and media releases and

funding programs in place, which can provide

stick to them.

to do the work .

Set achievable goals for

assistance to your group. Find out which grants
are available and what criteria are needed for
applying.

Evaluation
Once the strategy is designed, different methods

Government planning laws are set down to

of review and evaluation can be established so

identify what developers can and can’t do in

that your communication plan can be evaluated

certain areas.

and updated.

Local government legislation is

designed to protect the natural environment and
it is important to get a basic understanding of

Suggested guideline questions for evaluation
are;

laws that are in place to assist you in protecting
areas from unsuitable development.

! Has the communication process achieved
the expected results?

Community programs such as World Water Day
and National Water Week are two examples of

! Did we communicate relevant information?

nationally organised programs. The official

! Was the timing right?

launch of these programs provides great

! How will we know if we have successfully

opportunities to put your project on display.

communicated?

Relevant government departments will also
become aware of the work that is taking place.
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! Did we use the right media?

Action 4:

Simply removing litter from stormwater systems
and waterways is not enough to prevent recontamination.

Litter/ rubbish removal

have been occurring for many years and in fact

In its broadest definition ‘rubbish’ is any sort of
unwanted solid waste material that is not properly
stored.

Council clean-up programmes

The term litter is generally applied in

New Zealand to rubbish materials that can be

can have a negative effect.
activities

become

Council clean-up

ingrained

in

people’s

behavioural patterns in that ‘somebody else will
clean up’ and ‘I’ve paid for it in my rates’.

moved around by wind and rain (paper, plastic

An example where Councils are trying to get

and the like). Whatever you want to call it litter is

greater public responsibility for their own

unsightly, unnecessary and in many cases can

rubbish is in the ‘Pack it in, Pack it out’

be damaging to stream life.

programme which has recently been introduced

This report does not attempt to provide waste
minimisation

information

for

industry

or

individuals. To do so adequately would require
a manual in it’s own right and in fact many
excellent programmes are already operating
within our Region. If your group wants further
information on appropriate techniques contact
your City, District or Regional Council (e.g. ARC
Enviroline 0800 80 60 40).

Why people litter
Research projects overseas have shown that
there are three major attitudes which result in
people littering, seemingly without guilt:
! Where they feel no sense of ownership for
the property being trashed;
! Where somebody else will clean up after
them;
! Where litter has already accumulated and been
allowed to remain (become part of the scenery).

into the ARC’s network of Regional Parks. This
programme turns conventional wisdom on its
head by removing all bins from parks. The fact
that bins have been removed and that all park
users are expected to take out their trash is
clearly sign-posted at each park. The result is
that significantly less litter is left lying for parks
staff to collect than when bins were present,
rather than a lot more. Not only are people taking
responsibility but clean-up and disposal costs
are reduced for the Regional ratepayer.

Where does it come from?
Not from me!
Public surveys in the USA have shown that
most people blame motorists and pedestrians
for creating litter problems (and almost never
themselves).

The same surveys used the

composition of materials collected during cleanups and commercial/industrial investigations,
to identify sources of rubbish in waterways.
Nine major contributors were identified, namely:

TAKING ACTION
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! Fast food outlet patrons;

make people aware of the impact discarded

! Commercial refuse sources, including compactors

materials like packaging are having on the local

and dumpsters;

environment. Publicity of this type is very bad
for business and will get rapid results.

! Household rubbish handling and in particular
recycling activities;
! Construction/demolition sites;
! Uncovered vehicles transporting materials
especially rubbish;
! Loading and unloading areas;

The true cost of rubbishing
the environment
Clean-up costs
Litter/rubbish removal is a costly problem
requiring millions of ratepayer dollars each year

! Motorists;

to satisfy community expectations.

! Pedestrians;

Council’s have entire departments of people

! Smokers;

Local

employed trying to keep up with the consequences
of our throwaway mentality. These resources

From these sources, rubbish and in particularly

could

lighter materials, are carried everywhere by

environmental and community benefit.

be

used

for

projects

of

greater

wind, water and traffic. It moves until trapped
by a curb, wall, fence, vegetation, stream or
anything else that stops movement. Once
trapped, litter becomes not only an eyesore but
wears people down reducing their expectations
so that they accept it as the ‘normal’ situation.
To be really valuable any clean-up results need
to be converted into information (weights of
materials or numbers of items) that can be fed
back to those causing the littering. Unless this
feedback occurs to those causing the problem
and positive measures are put in place to change
behaviour patterns, more rubbish will start
accumulating in place of that removed very quickly.

Litter definitely has an impact on community self
image and continues a vicious cycle of further
dumping without conscience. Cleaner communities
are also more attractive to householders and
businesses supporting property values.
Floating litter traps (e.g. Sea Witches) recently
installed on urban streams in some parts of our
Region have been accumulating up to a tonne of
floating debris a month.

normally foul our streams, estuaries and
harbours. When these figures are extrapolated
to the entire region, the enormous quantity of
rubbish that gets into streams and ultimately the
sea ia alarming.

Materials attributable to a specific commercial
activity (e.g. fast food outlets), can be used to

14
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This debris would

Biological impacts

But what can I do?

There is a considerable body of evidence from

There are many ways that you can help to

overseas and in New Zealand that rubbish in

make your community cleaner, such as:

waterways causes a considerable amount of direct
and indirect damage to stream life. Direct toxicity
mainly occurs as biodegradable materials break
down removing oxygen from the water. Individual

! Set an example for others by not littering
and pick up litter when you see it in the park,
street or around a waterway;

rubbish items are seldom enough to cause acute

! Sweep gutters and driveways regularly and

problems but where materials accumulate they can

put the sweepings on the garden or in the

collectively add up to a significant effect.

rubbish bin;

Indirect toxicity has achieved a certain amount of
notoriety with graphic pictures of birds and other
animals snared on or entangled in plastic
rubbish and unable to get free. Over time they

! Clean up pet poo and put it in the compost,
garden or rubbish bin;
! Teach your kids the proper way to deal
with rubbish;

either starve or are easy prey for predators.
There is a growing body of evidence that
ingestion of plastic and polystyrene is a

! Make sure that rubbish sacks and bins
are secure;

common cause of death among some fish

! Don’t put out open containers with rubbish

species. Once ingested these materials clog the

or recyclables which can be blown about

digestive system and slowly starve the victim.

by the wind;

Cigarette butts are commonly reported in the
stomach contents of waterfowl from urbanised
environments in the USA. A recent study
estimated that up to a million waterfowl die from
ingestion of cigarette butts annually. We can only
conclude that these creatures confuse these
materials for food items and in doing so seal their
own fate.
Less obvious is the loss or destruction of habitat
caused by rubbish as it shrouds the living spaces
some species call home. Blocking out sunlight or
preventing oxygen transfer can be just as life

! Carry a litter bag in the car and don’t allow
rubbish to blow out the windows;
! Smokers ensure cigarette packaging isn’t
dropped on the ground or butts just stubbed
out and forgotten but put in the rubbish bin;
! Take your anti-litter message to school
or work;
! Select products with minimal packaging and
reuse packaging whenever possible;
! Encourage your friends and neighbours to
value a litter free environment.

threatening for some species that cannot move
somewhere else as a release of toxic chemicals.

TAKING ACTION
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Objectives

Concentrate your efforts on the obvious

1.

Removal of unsightly rubbish/litter from

trolleys, bicycles, cans, bottles and other refuse

stormwater systems, stream margins and

unfortunately find their way into our streams in

beds for aesthetic reasons;

enormous quantities. Removal of this type of

2. Ensure rubbish/litter does not get into
stormwater systems to exert toxic effects on
stream life;
3. Identify types and sources of rubbish/litter
to provide feedback to industry, Councils,

‘unnatural’ materials.

Plastic bags, shopping

rubbish will be of immediate benefit.
You may occasionally encounter materials that
could pose a health hazard.
‘DON’T TOUCH THEM’.

If in doubt

Call your Wai Care

co-ordinator or your Local or Regional Council.

communities on the fate of materials;
4. Raise awareness and change behaviours.

How to plan a stream rubbish
clean up
Before jumping into your stream and removing
all debris, litter, logs and anything else that doesn’t
fit with our ‘ideal’ stream, check if you might be
doing more harm than good. All clean-up activities

As an established group some of the activities
included in the list below will not apply,
however they are included for completeness.

Before the clean-up
! Identify a project leader and spread this task

should be planned and carried out in a structured

around group members in later projects;

way to help you achieve an improved environment.

! Define clear objectives before you start;

Wholesale removal of all the materials in the

! Make sure you match the size of your target

stream can actually cause more harm than good.
Pools form behind logs and other large bits of
organic material providing habitat for native fish
and other stream life. Even man-made materials

area with people available;
! List tasks to be completed and completion
dates and spread the load around the group;

embedded in a stream may be performing a

! Follow up progress on tasks with phone calls;

valuable function. When doing a clean up we

! Well in advance of the planned clean up day:

suggest you be very selective in the things you
remove from out of the water.
A simple rule of thumb:
If the object is natural, more than half
buried and removing it would stir-up a
great deal of sediment, leave it where it is.
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Your Wai Care clean-up
strategy
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a) Obtain permission from relevant property
owners to access the stream;
b) Arrange for the hardware necessary to
undertake the clean-up, such as waste
bins and wheelbarrows;

! Advertise the clean-up to your community to
obtain more help and gain support for the
concept;
! Ensure that you have some temporary storage
places for collected rubbish to be stored prior
to its removal;
! Arrange in advance the ultimate destination
for the rubbish collected and a method of
getting the material there.

On the day
! Pick a suitable staging area and staff it at
all times;
! Ensure you have somewhere to keep a
first aid kit, cell phone, drinks, protective
equipment and other supplies. One option is
to erect a tent and use this as your base;
! Take photographs of the areas to be attacked
for ‘before and after’ shots;
! Hammer home the ‘safety first’ message

h) Don’t walk around if you can’t see the
bottom.
! Report

any

waste

discharges

that

are

encountered to your local or regional pollution
hotline;
! Make a map of where people are working and
keep a head count at the finish;
! Sort out recyclable materials from collected
rubbish;
! Be aware of private landowner’s rights and do
not enter private land unless approval has
been given;
! Keep an inventory of the types and volumes
of rubbish collected;
! Make the volunteer effort as festival as possible.

Finishing off
! Finish the day by assessing the amount
and types of materials collected and take
photographs of the finished areas;

before anyone begins;
! Have volunteers sign a register as they arrive
and are assigned tasks;
! Spilt up into small groups preferably with an
experienced leader;
! Make everyone aware of general safety issues;
a) Work in pairs;
b) Wear rubber gloves;
c) Wear protective footwear;

! Provide feedback to the media on your efforts
(in many case local papers will come and take
photos if warned in advance);
! Where a particular source of rubbish has been
identified (such as a fast food outlet) make
sure they know what their patrons do;
! Send thank you notes or certificates to all the
participants especially any sponsors;
! Ensure that a Wai Care Activity Report is
completed and provided to your co-ordinator;

d) Don’t pick up anything hazardous;

! Ensure that future stream walks assess

e) Lift with your legs not your back;

rubbish build-up and occasionally hold

f) Don’t try to lift things that are too heavy;

‘refresher’ clean-ups.

g) Don’t enter the stream deeper then your knees

TAKING ACTION
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Equipment and supplies checklist
(please photocopy)

Equipment

Description

Appropriate clothing

Old clothes you don’t mind
getting dirty or torn

Sturdy footwear

Fully enclosed shoes or boots
preferably steel capped

Gloves

Plastic gloves and/or gardening
gloves

Food and drink

Packed lunch and water or
barbecue for everyone

Camera

Disposable camera is probably
best in case broken or lost

Sunscreen

SPF 15 or greater for maximum
protection

First aid kit
Rubbish collection sacks

Plastic supermarket bags for
small light items
Sturdy mesh bags for heavier
materials

Hand tools

Picks, shovels, crowbars

Wheelbarrows
Ropes
Removal vehicles

18
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Trucks, trailers, or jumbo bins

Organised by

Confirmed

Rubbish clean-up checksheet
(please photocopy)

Care site identifier:

Date:

Clean-up leader:

Contact number:

Amount of rubbish collected: Volume (cubic metres)

Weight (tonnes)

Inventory of rubbish types (total numbers)
Plastic

Bags

Sheets

Plastic

Bottles

Other

Glass

Bottles

Other

Wood

Branches

Treated

Cans

Aluminium

Tin

Paper packaging

Fast Food

Other

Polystyrene

Fast Food

Other

Cigarettes

Butts

Packaging

Vehicle associated

Panel

Engine

Vehicle associated

Used Oil etc

Tyres

Construction debris

Concrete

Wood

Fabric

TAKING ACTION
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Action 5:
Stream margin
enhancement

This part of the book provides a framework for the
assessment of existing streamside vegetation
and planning and implementing improvements
where these are practical and appropriate.

Information on how human modification of the
land and waterways affects runoff has been
provided in Book 2 “Auckland’s Catchments”.
The types of contaminants that can get into
stormwater and consequently enter streams
have been discussed in Book 7 ‘Clean Up Your
Act’ and Book 6 the ‘Fact Sheets’.

Life on the edge
Riparian land is any land that adjoins or directly

It will help your group by:

influences a body of water. Stream sides, river

! suggesting and encouraging action in the

banks, the margins of lakes, wetlands and

most critical area for a stream, wetland or

estuaries are all areas of direct interaction

estuary - the land that surrounds it.

between water and land, and by their very nature

! identifying actions that will be good for the

are fragile and easily damaged.

stream, and how you can avoid activities that

Prior to human settlement in New Zealand most of

may damage the stream.

our waterways were edged in dense overhanging

! helping you ‘read’ the stream and its surrounding

vegetation. Native plants shaded and cooled

land to discover the different influences that

water, dropped leaf material for aquatic life to feed

are at work. Successful reading will help you

on, and provided habitat for those animals living

design your activities to ensure that the hard

on the water’s edge. The roots of vegetation also

work you do is as effective as it can be.

helped reduce bank erosion, and inputs of
sediment, by binding riparian soils together.
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Today, nearly two thirds of the Auckland region

Passageways
of green

has been changed from dense bush to pasture
(49%), urban (11%) or horticultural land (3%).
As growth continues there is increasing

Ever walked into

pressure on aquatic ecosystems

a patch of bush

and riparian zones have become

and thought, “where

even more important to protect

are all the birds?”

waterways.
Many,

NZ

birds

and other wildlife
cannot move safely
from one patch of
bush

to

another

across the wide open
spaces

that

humans

create when we develop
If

land!
Therefore

wildlife

in

rehabilitate

the

vegetation in the riparian

that

zone to the greatest extent

bush is isolated too and life in

practicable there are a wide

that bush is gradually reduced

range of benefits to the stream,

to those species that have
adapted to living with us.

we

their

inhabitants

and

us

too,

including:
But link it by passageways of
cover to other bush? You get
interconnecting corridors of green
and the wildlife can survive and
even thrive.
The fragmentation of natural areas
into small dots over our landscape
is a major problem and revegetation
of the riparian zones of streams
will be a significant contribution
to a solution.

! providing organic material (leaves,
twigs, etc) which is the main energy
source for ecological processes in small
streams;
! enhancing bank stability and reduction
slips and erosion;
! reducing flooding because plants absorb
water and improve drainage;
!providing shade which decreases water
temperature and controls algal growth;

TAKING ACTION
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! improves cover for fish through overhanging

! makes streams cleaner: there is less erosion

vegetation and introduction of woody debris;

and silt and more shade, therefore more water

! insects living in the vegetation overhanging
the stream can fall in providing an important
food source for fish;
! provides

links

between

upstream

and

What can we do to improve
our riparian area?

downstream areas that allows wildlife to

Stream (and catchment) problems can be complex

travel in safety;

and difficult to solve. However, a healthy riparian

! promotes a diversity of wildlife and diversity
of healthy habitats for them through providing
food and homes.
In addition riparian vegetation:
! draws native birds and wildlife closer to our
backyards - in cities and in rural landscapes;
! increases drought resistance in nearby lawns
and pastures;
! helps retention of valuable topsoil:
plants filter the runoff;
! provides great environments for relaxing,
walking/running, picnicking, playing, and
generally enjoying your environment;

22

life which in turn helps clean the water.
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zone can have a huge influence on stream
health, contributing directly to the way the
stream functions and also protecting it from
adjacent land use. Improving the quality of this
area can be one of the most effective methods
for addressing a wide range of stream problems.

Selecting the appropriate strategy depends what

Some solutions will work for one problem but not

the problem is and what you want to achieve.

help solve another so it is important to decide

More detailed guidelines are being prepared that

what is the most important issue in your area.

will assist groups to solve these problems and

For instance low dense vegetation may best

these will be incorporated into the manual

reduce contaminant input to water, while taller

once they are completed. However in urbanised

native vegetation may provide a better habitat.

environments the problems are usually so
fundamental and options tightly constrained that
any improvements your group can do now
are enormously valuable.

The measures you chose can be used individually
or in different combinations to design riparian
management schemes for specific situations.

The information in

this section will help you to appreciate the
value of this work, and the scope of riparian

The table below outlines a few of the management
actions that can be taken for eight different stream
enhancement problems:

improvement projects.

Management option

Problem
Habitat

Temp

Light

Organic
Matter

Erosion

Nutrients

"

"

"

Weed
Control

Flood
Control

Protect wetlands

"

"

Protect vegetation
remnants

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Plant more trees

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Plant shrubs, ground
covers (incl. grasses)

"

(")

(")

"

"

"

"

"

Remove concrete
channels

(")

(")

Improve sinuosity

(")

Improve ‘naturalness’
of bed and bank

(")

(")

Restrict vehicle/stock
access

"

"

(")
(")
(")

effective strategy for all streams (") effective for small streams only
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The benefits of riparian restoration
The diagram below shows how stream degradation, and improvements, may be related to the health and
extent of the riparian margin.

Restored

Shade trees result in
cool water upstream and
control algal growth
Extensive landscape planting
(native trees, plants and grasses)
result in:
! habitat for birds and terrestrial
insects
! food inputs to stream (leaves,
twigs, seeds)
! large woody debris
! fine organic matter is trapped
! rain soaks into spongy soil
! wildlife corridors
! cover for instream habitat
! uptake of nutrients
! interception of sediment

Degraded

High water temperature
Excessive algal growth

Banks collapse and erosion at bends
Lack of instream habitat

Rubbish accumulated
at edge and instream

Banks stabilised at erosion prone banks
Reduced physical damage from
flooding

Overflow of
sediment and
nutrients

Weeds grow
from seeds
carried by
water

Grass mowed to edge excessive organic
inputs to stream and
soil compaction
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How do we go about planting
riparian areas?

Deciding where to start

When it comes to riparian vegetation the best

your stream as is practical and drawn an

options are to:

overview map you will have a good idea about

! retain existing riparian zones in good condition;
! enhance existing riparian zones;
! restore riparian zones in areas where they
do not currently exist.
Experience with ‘landcare’ groups in Auckland
and elsewhere in New Zealand has provided
some basic principles for undertaking riparian

Once your group has walked over as much of

the streamside vegetation in various areas. You
now need to decide whether you focus on:
a) the most compromised areas and get the
most obvious ‘improvement for effort spent’;
b) the best areas and ensure that we preserve
what we already have;
c) the areas in between which already have
some good vegetation but need enhancement.

planting projects, as follows:

Planning your strategy
Spending time at the start to identify the group’s
objectives and expectations is a very important
part of the process to ensure that your efforts
are focused and have the support of the group
generally. There are a great many aspects of
your project that the group will need to decide
upon, from general considerations such as:

Start small and build up
over time
It is very easy to over-commit your group in the
early stages of a project when everyone is full
of enthusiasm. However management of a
revegetation programme requires a large amount
of ongoing maintenance for many months or
even years. Therefore it is much better to start
with a small area, learn all the pit-falls and any

a) where to undertake the work;

shortcuts and expand out over time to take up

b) what you ultimately want from the project

the available resources.

(environmental/aesthetic);

Start at the top

through to specific considerations, like:

The most effective management to improve water

c) whether to work totally with native species;

quality is to, quite literally, start at the top and work
your way down. Planting vegetation alongside small

d) whether to use just ecosourced materials or not;
e) how to clear the vegetation (hand/mechanical
/chemical).

streams in the upper catchment will have a greater
effect than planting large lowland streams or rivers.
This is, in part, because with small streams the

Landscape, heritage, cultural and recreation values

vegetation can more easily shade the entire width of

also need to be considered in any plan you produce.

the stream - providing the conditions that enhance
stream life and control problem algae growths.
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Rehabilitating impacted
areas will result in the
greatest return for effort.

Any vegetation is better
than none at all

Targeting areas where there are specific

make an all out attack

problems is also advisable; planting within areas

on the existing exotic

that have the highest outputs of nutrient or

vegetation this may

sediment will be most effective for improving

not be the best

these qualities in your stream.

strategy for the

Make sure you know
what plants are already
present and clearly
identify those that
have value and
can remain.

While it may be easiest to

stream, the land
surrounding it and
creatures that inhabit
it. Pursuing a scorched
earth policy will lead to
destabilisation

protect
There are over 19000 plant
species introduced to NZ! 1%
of these have the ability to
override natural patterns of plant
dominence to become pests

the existing vegetation
is called ‘home’ by
something.

of

Many

existing plants can be

the

stream bank if plants are not established to

You need to remember
that in most situations

The quicker plants join up
covering the ground, the
quicker they out grow and
suppress grass and weeds.
Plants that touch or overlap a
little create a sheltered stable
environment for a new
generation and enable a wider
range of plants to grow there

the

earth

underneath.

Similarly lack of vegetation will
result in poorer water quality due
to increased exposure to sunlight
(warming) and greater sediment
input (less filtering effects for runoff).

retained and in some
cases

may

even

So your management plan will need

be

seedlings of desirable plant
species just waiting for a chance to flourish.

to consider what plants will need to be removed
over time as your native plants get established.
A planting timeline guide is included in the

As any home gardener will tell you there is
nothing more frustrating than removing plants
from the garden only to find out that they weren’t
weeds at all but in fact are rare and difficult to
grow native specimens.

Murphy’s law states

that even though they were growing like rampant
weeds before, you won’t be able to get them to
grow again no matter how hard you try.
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Appendix of this book to assist you with this
process.

affected

Ensure that any changes
you make will have a
positive benefit for stream
life not just that we think
they look nice.

are

informed.

Even

if

landowners initially show no interest or even
hostility toward revegetation (some people
mistakenly believe that natural systems cannot
be as efficient as manmade ones), you should

While we have certain ideas about how things
should look these rarely coincide with the
way natural systems operate.

parties

If you want

try to keep them involved. Ultimately once they see
the benefits to nearby properties they may want
to become part of the programme themselves.

to ensure your ideas will work compare them

Even if you are lucky enough to have a public

with an area of mature

reserve to work with it is important to make sure

bush reserve around

that the Council and its contractors are aware of

However

what you are trying to do. A recent example of

don’t get locked into

things going wrong was a joint revegetation

removing vegetation

project between the ARC and Waitakere City

just

it

Council in Glen Eden. A huge Council and

Non-

community effort, and several thousand dollars

native plants have

worth of plants were destroyed, when a

enhancement value too.

streamside planting project was mown and

Pioneer plants are the first to
establish and are hardy.
They cope with a variety of
conditions eg. sunny, windy,
dry places. When grown
together they create more
stable conditions for other
plants as well as wildlife.

a stream.

because

isn’t native.

When planting native
trees it is desirable to use plants from local
sources so those local genetic characteristics
are maintained. Several native plants show
promise for bank stabilization where
erosion is not too severe, and can also
provide food for native birds.

Involve all stakeholders
and form partnerships

sprayed with herbicide by contractors a year
after planting.
Native plants are simply those that grew,
evolved or migrated here - without help
from people. They belong here and are well
adapted to local conditions. They also feed
and house our native wildlife. Nearly 80% of
our natives live nowhere else in the world.
We are responsible for their care and preserving their distinctiveness.

One of the greatest hurdles to getting a

Some signage detailing the project and its

continuous band of riparian vegetation in an urban

intention may save a lot of agony later on. Local

environment is the complexity of land ownership

Council parks and reserves departments are

along the stream margin.

generally very enthusiastic about involvement of

Before embarking

on any project it is essential that all potentially

the community in planting programmes.
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They may be able to come up with a budget
for plants, and assist with sourcing them and
equipment, expert advice and even some
promotion of a ‘working bee’ type event.

Communicate your
activities
Education and awareness programmes are
important for achieving the long-term vision of
your programme, and in the short-term can help
to protect your planting by changing attitudes
and behaviour. The incidence of vandalism is
usually minimal when it is clear that a project is
community driven.
Some signage outlining your project, its intention,
and who is contributing to it can help avoid both
kinds of destructiveness, saving a lot of distress
later on.

Don’t expect miracles
overnight
It will take several years for the benefits of
riparian tree planting to become obvious, and
during

this

establishment

phase

ongoing

management of weeds, pests and diseases
will be necessary.
Good management of riparian land is not a
substitute for good land management practices
elsewhere in the catchment. However, it is
an

essential

component

of

sustainable

management of a catchment and can yield
numerous benefits.
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Stream revegetation flow chart

The following flow diagram shows the basic principles that you need to keep in mind when planning
and undertaking stream margin enhancement.

CONSIDER A STREAM SITE
TO REHABILITATE

Clarify ownership
issues

Book 1
Your Wai Care Plan

WHAT IS THERE NOW?

Existing vegetation
Stream habitat
Human modifications
Water quality problems
Macroinvertebrates

Book 2
Stream Reach Survey Sheet
Book 3
All sections of the Field Manual

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS
AND CAUSES?

Physical quality
Chemical quality
Biological resources
Habitat

Book 3
All sections of the Field Manual

Book 6
All sections of the Fact Sheets

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO
ACHIEVE?
&
HOW CAN WE DO IT?

Setting objectives
What are the options?
Check for practicality

Book 1
Your Wai Care Plan
Book 8
Action 5

WHO IS INVOLVED?

Clarify stakeholder issues
Identify and contact
possible partners

Book 1
Your Wai Care Plan
Book 8
Your Communications Plan

WHAT WILL YOU PLANT?
WHERE?
WHEN?

Planting information
Species suitability
Planting time guideline

Book 8
Action 5
Laminated Sheets

ARE WE MAKING PROGRESS?

Maintenance
Monitoring success
Addressing failure

Book 8
Action 5
Laminated Sheets
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So we know where but what
do we plant and when?
A laminated planting guide ‘What to Plant Where’
has been provided in the pocket of your Wai
Care folder for further information on suitable
native species for riparian planting in your area,
and for the key steps in establishing and
maintaining a riparian zone.

This guide was

produced by Christchurch City Council and has
been ‘Aucklandised’ to suit our local conditions
and plant species.

A planting timeline guide

produced by Waitakere City Council is included
in the Appendix to this book to help your group
strategise

your

stream

bank

revegetation

projects. This timeline gives examples of
preparation, planting and maintenance activities
over a 5-year period.
More detailed information is being produced
for

the

Auckland

be

incorporated

in

Region
the

becomes available.
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manual

this

will

once

it

Appendix
Revegetation timeline guide
Year

Month

Activity

1

February

Weed control and fencing for stock/pests.

1

May/June/July

Planting of light and wind tolerant (pioneer species)
eg; Kanuka, Flax, Cabbage Tree.
Apply fertiliser at time of planting.

1

November

Weed control.

2

February

Weed control - follow up.

2

May/June/July

Planting of light and wind tolerant species.
Apply fertiliser at time of planting.

2

November

Weed control.

3

February

Weed control - follow up.

3

April

Apply slow release fertiliser.

3

May/June

Planting of future understorey species that require some
shade and shelter eg: Five-finger, Mahoe and some future
canopy species.
Apply fertiliser at time of planting.

3

November

Weed control.

4

February

Weed control - follow up.

4

April

Apply slow release fertiliser.

4

May

Planting of sensitive species and future canopy species
eg: Kauri, Tanekaha, Puriri, Titoki and Kohekohe.
Apply fertiliser at time of planting.

4

November

Weed control.

5

February

Weed control.

5

April

Apply slow release fertiliser.

5

May

Planting of sensitive species and future canopy species.
Apply fertiliser at time of planting.

5

November

Weed control.

Note: This guideline has been prepared by Waitakere City Council for their area but should be
applicable anywhere within the Auckland Region.
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An example of how to set up a media release

Media Alert
Date:
Headline
Story (double space and typed if possible)

Name of group
Contact in group
Phone number (include an after hours and business contact)
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Newsletter ideas

The Creek Courier
Newsletter of the Rocky Creek Enviroclub
Story 1: Plan to save creek

Summer
Date claimers

Success stories so far

Story 2: Rubbish a problem

Committe members
President name and address
Secretary name and address
Membership registar

The newsletter is sponsored by
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